Mobile cabinet
Sorting trolley for Chrono fittings

DESCRIPTION
The brand new cabinet from Sobinco provides you with a practical tool for optimally
organising your workplace when using Chrono fittings for the production of turn-tilt
and side hung windows.
This mobile sorting cabinet, supported on robust castors, was specifically designed
so that required components can be ordered in a logical way, allowing you to install
turn-tilt and side hung windows easily and efficiently in quick succession.
The need to fetch materials from the warehouse is kept to a minimum. Not only does
this enable you to take full advantage of the competitive prices for bulk packaging, you
can also keep the workplace clean and orderly.

CHARACTERISTICS
Dimensions: 1850 mm H x 1660 mm W x 800 mm D
Each sorting trolley has 5 levels, with an overall capacity of 500 kg. Each level can take
up to 10 sorting boxes made of plastic, which are supplied as a standard feature with the
trolley. A label, on which product codes can be printed, can be affixed to each of the sorting
boxes. The blank labels are supplied as part of the package.
A laptop or notepad can be positioned on the worktop which is able to take loads of up to
40 kg. This means you can consult Chronologic Online or our digital catalogue at all times.
The combination of having correctly filled sorting boxes and Chrono Logic plans
instantly close at hand, means that assembly can take place quickly and faultlessly.
In short, Sobinco’s mobile cabinet is an indispensible tool for any well-organised fabricator.

Would you like more information or to place an order?
This article is deliverd as an assembly kit.
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Send an email to orders@sobinco.com or contact your trusted sales engineer.

